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ABSTRACT
Theoretical studies have revealed that dust grains are usually moving fast through
the turbulent interstellar gas, which could have significant effects upon interstellar
chemistry by modifying grain accretion. This effect is investigated in this work on the
basis of numerical gas-grain chemical modeling. Major features of the grain motion
effect in the typical environment of dark clouds (DC) can be summarised as follows:
1) decrease of gas-phase (both neutral and ionic) abundances and increase of surface
abundances by up to 2-3 orders of magnitude; 2) shifts of the existing chemical jumps
to earlier evolution ages for gas-phase species and to later ages for surface species by
factors of about ten; 3) a few exceptional cases in which some species turn out to
be insensitive to this effect and some other species can show opposite behaviors too.
These effects usually begin to emerge from a typical DC model age of about 105 yr. The
grain motion in a typical cold neutral medium (CNM) can help overcome the Coulomb
repulsive barrier to enable effective accretion of cations onto positively charged grains.
As a result, the grain motion greatly enhances the abundances of some gas-phase and
surface species by factors up to 2-6 or more orders of magnitude in the CNM model.
The grain motion effect in a typical molecular cloud (MC) is intermediate between
that of the DC and CNM models, but with weaker strength. The grain motion is found
to be important to consider in chemical simulations of typical interstellar medium.
Key words:
astrochemistry – turbulence – ISM: abundances – ISM: clouds – (ISM:) dust – ISM:
molecules
1 INTRODUCTION
Astrochemistry is important in understanding of physical
and chemical properties of the interstellar medium. The
role of dust grains in the chemistry of cold interstellar
gas was recognised since 1970s (e.g., Gould & Salpeter
1963; Hollenbach & Salpeter 1971) and the gas-grain
chemistry began to develop (e.g., Tielens & Hagen 1982;
Hasegawa et al. 1992). The art of astrochemical modeling
has been improved much in various aspects since then. For
example, the surface reactions and chemical effects of grain
accretion and desorption was explored in more details by
Schutte & Greenberg (1991); Hasegawa & Herbst (1993a);
Viti & Williams (1999) and more recently by Dalgarno
(2006); Garrod & Herbst (2006); Vasyunin & Herbst
(2013); Hincelin et al. (2015), etc.; the chemical and physi-
cal nature of dust grains and its impact to astrochemistry
was investigated by Hasegawa & Herbst (1993b); Omont
(1986); Lepp & Dalgarno (1988); Wakelam & Herbst
(2008); Kalva¯ns & Shmeld (2010); Acharyya et al. (2011);
Le Bourlot et al. (2012); Garrod (2013a,b), etc. The discrete
nature of the grain chemistry problem was also addressed
and new simulation approaches such as Monte Carlo method
(e.g., Caselli et al. 1998; Charnley 1998; Chang et al. 2005,
2006, 2007; Vasyunin et al. 2009; Chang & Herbst 2012;
Garrod 2013b; Vasyunin & Herbst 2013), master equation
(Biham et al. 2001; Stantcheva et al. 2002), moment equa-
tion (Barzel & Biham 2007) and modified rate equation
(Charnley et al. 1997; Caselli et al. 1998; Garrod et al.
2008, 2009) have been proposed. One more such improve-
ment for the chemical effect of turbulent grain motions will
be presented in this work.
In a standard gas-grain chemical model, the accretion
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of gas onto grains is usually considered by assuming stand-
still grains in homogeneous gas so that the accretion is
solely determined by the thermal motion of gas-phase chemi-
cal species (see e.g., Hasegawa et al. 1992; Garrod & Herbst
2006; Semenov et al. 2010). However, interstellar clouds are
usually highly turbulent and permeated with magnetic fields
(e.g., Arons & Max 1975; Goldreich & Sridhar 1995). The
dust grain motions in the clouds are strongly affected by the
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) turbulence through both hy-
drodrag and 2nd order Fermi acceleration (Lazarian & Yan
2002; Yan et al. 2004; Yan 2009; Hoang & Lazarian 2012).
In particular, the gyroresonance mechanism proposed by
Yan & Lazarian (2003) can accelerate the grains to super-
sonic speed relative to the gas. The turbulence induced grain
motion has been implemented to the evolution modeling of
interstellar grains (Hirashita & Yan 2009). In this work, it
will be further considered in the gas-grain chemical model-
ing.
This paper is organised as follows: The physical and
chemical models will be described in Sect. 2 as the basis
of this work. We also introduce in this section the photo-
electron ejection effect and a more proper treatment of the
accretion of ions onto grains that have been added into our
chemical model. The grain motion effect will then be inte-
grated into grain accretion rates in Sect. 3. Then we present
in Sect. 4 several tools we will use in the analysis of the grain
motion effect: timescales, age-normalised timescale plots and
reaction rate tracing (RRT) diagrams. The detailed investi-
gation of the chemical effects of grain motion is performed on
the basis of detailed chemical modeling in three typical cloud
environments (dark cloud, molecular cloud and cold neutral
medium) in Sect. 5. Finally, the most important findings are
summarised in Sect. 6.
2 PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL MODELS
2.1 Physical models
The analysis of the grain motion effect in this work will
be largely based on numerical gas-grain chemical simula-
tions. As the basis of the chemical modeling, we adopt three
physical cloud models: Dark Cloud (DC), Molecular Cloud
(MC), and Cold Neutral Medium (CNM). They are typi-
cal interstellar medium models in which compressible mag-
netohydrodynamic turbulence and dust velocity relative to
gas cannot be omitted (104 − 105 cm s−1; Yan et al. 2004).
To model the chemistry in these interstellar environments,
we assume that the dust grains have a uniform grain ra-
dius rd = 10−5 cm which is a typical value used in gas-grain
models. The average turbulent grain speeds for grains of this
radius in the three cloud models are interpolated from the
computed data from Yan et al. (2004) and listed in Table 1.
We do not consider the grain motion resulting from charge
fluctuations as suggested by Ivlev et al. (2010). This is be-
cause we focus only on large grains. This effect is important
for small grains and will be accounted for in future work
including a distribution of different sizes of grains.
We compute six chemical models to test the effects of
grain motion, three standard models without grain motion
(denoted as DC, MC and CNM) and three models with
grain motion (denoted as DCv, MCv and CNMv in Table 1).
Most of the physical parameters of the models are also listed
in the table. For the grain temperature, as pointed out by
Mathis et al. (1983) and Kruegel & Walmsley (1984), grains
of different sizes exposed under different interstellar radia-
tion strengths will have different temperatures. Mathis et al.
(1983) also showed that graphite grains can have higher tem-
perature than silicates. In their radiation transfer computa-
tion of diffuse clouds and giant molecular clouds, the silicate
grain temperature can vary from about 7− 9K at high AV
to 10 − 13K at AV = 0, while the graphite grain temper-
ature can vary from 9 − 10K at high AV to 19 − 25K at
AV = 0. For simplicity of this work, we will adopt a sin-
gle representative grain temperature for each cloud model.
For the DC model, it is usually acceptable to assume the
same grain temperature Td = 10K as the gas tempera-
ture. Boulanger et al. (1996) measured dust temperatures
of about 17.5 K for high Galactic latitude HI clouds. The
computed equilibrium dust temperatures for silicates and
graphite grains by Li & Draine (2001) also lie in the 16-20K
range for a grain of size 0.1µm under standard interstellar ra-
diation field. Thus, we adopt Td = 18K for our CNM model,
which is much lower than the gas temperature of 100K. For
the MC model, the grain temperature is also very possibly
slightly lower than the gas temperature. Lada et al. (1981)
obtained a grain temperature of about 10±5K in the molec-
ular cloud B35 while its gas temperature was 23.4 ± 3.5K;
Sargent et al. (1983) found a low dust temperature of about
13K and a high gas temperature of more than 30K in the
dark cloud ρ Oph; Güsten et al. (1981) found a quite uni-
form warm gas temperature of 50 − 120K near the Galac-
tic center while the dust temperature is lower than 40K.
Therefore, we adopt a representative grain temperature of
Td = 15K for the MC model in this work, which is slightly
lower than the adopted gas temperature of 25K. The visual
extinction AV is set to values equivalent to the scaling of the
interstellar radiation field in the work of Yan et al. (2004):
AV = 7.5 for the DC models, 2.5 for the MC model and
0.0 for the CNM model. The unattenuated far ultraviolet
(FUV) flux χ is fixed to the standard Habing field χ0 for all
models.
2.2 Chemical model
We use a new gas-grain chemical code ‘ggchem’ which is de-
veloped with reference to the code used in Hasegawa et al.
(1992). This code is written in FORTRAN 90 language and,
instead of the old ordinary deferential equation (ODE) solver
(the gear’s method), a new ODE solver (DVODE, using
variable-coefficient method) from the public DOVDPKODE
package is used. The ggchem code has been successfully
benchmarked using standard models from Semenov et al.
(2010). In this code, we follow the usual nomenclature rule to
differentiate surface species from gas-phase species by pre-
fixing the surface species by a letter ’J’. Thus, the same
expressions such as ‘JCO’ is used for surface species also in
this paper.
The abundance of species i will be denoted as X(i) and
always defined with respect to total H nuclei density nH
in this work. The initial abundances of species for the DC
model are listed in Table 2, while that for the MC and CNM
models are nearly the same except that the initial form of
hydrogen is fully atomic in the latter two models.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Table 1. Parameters for physical cloud models.
Model T Td nH Vd AV χ
(K) (K) (cm−3) (km s−1) (mag) (χ0)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
DC 10 10 104 0 7.5 1.0
DCv 10 10 104 0.69 7.5 1.0
MC 25 15 300 0 2.5 1.0
MCv 25 15 300 0.49 2.5 1.0
CNM 100 18 30 0 0.0 1.0
CNMv100 18 30 1.20 0.0 1.0
The columns are: (1) model name; (2) gas kinetic temper-
ature; (3) grain temperature; (4) gas density; (5) average
grain speed; (6) visual extinction; (7) unattenuated FUV flux
expressed in units of the FUV interstellar radiation filed χ0
of Draine (1978).
Notes: The values of T , nH, and Vd are taken from Yan et al.
(2004), the grain temperature Td is adopted from literature
(see details in Sect. 2.1), χ is fixed to the standard Habing
field in the interstellar conditions in solar neighborhood, AV
is fixed to the same values as in Yan et al. (2004).
The reaction network is based on the one used in
Semenov et al. (2010) 1. It originally includes 655 species
and 6067 reactions. Basically, the network contains gas-
phase reactions, gas-grain interactions (accretion, grain
charging processes, thermal desorption and cosmic ray in-
duced desorption) and dust surface reactions. We have im-
proved the network by introducing a more proper treatment
of accretion of ions onto grains and adding photo-electron
ejection (see details below), which may be important for the
MC and CNM models that are exposed to stronger interstel-
lar radiation field. Particularly, the average grain charge will
become positive in the MC and CNM models, so that the
original network only with neutral grains and grains with
one negative charge becomes insufficient. We have extended
the grain charges to a wider range of -5 to +99. The av-
erage grain charge, together with ionization fraction, are
the key parameters in determining the average grain drift
speed in Yan et al. (2004). We set the cosmic ray ionisation
rate ζ = 1.3 × 10−17 for the DC model, ζ = 2.0 × 10−16
for the MC model, and ζ = 8.0 × 10−16 for the CNM
model, so that the average grain charges and electron den-
sities found in our chemical modeling are roughly consistent
with that adopted by Yan et al. (2004). These choices of ζ
are within the reasonable range determined from observa-
tions (e.g., Lepp 1992; McCall et al. 2003; Dalgarno 2006;
Indriolo et al. 2007; Indriolo & McCall 2012; Vaupré et al.
2014).
In the following two subsections, we will give more de-
tails about the two grain charging processes (photo-electron
emission and accretion of charges onto grains) which we have
added to the chemical network.
1 It is available from the KIDA database:
http://kida.obs.u-bordeaux1.fr/models
Table 2. Initial fractional abundances for DC model.
species n(i)/nH
∗ species n(i)/nH
∗
H∗∗2 5.0(-1) Si
+ 8.0(-9)
He 9.0(-2) Fe+ 3.0(-9)
C+ 1.2(-4) Na+ 2.0(-9)
N 7.6(-5) Mg+ 7.0(-9)
O 2.56(-4) P+ 2.0(-10)
S+ 8.0(-8) CL+ 1.0(-9)
Note: Values are taken from Semenov et al. (2010).
* a(b)=a × 10b.
** The only difference in MC and CNM models is that hy-
drogen is in atomic form and the initial abundance becomes
unity.
2.2.1 Photo-electron ejection
The PE ejection from grains was not considered in the orig-
inal chemical network, which makes the network not suit-
able for the models with lower dust extinction (MC and
CNM models) in this work. We adopt the formulation ini-
tially developed by Draine (1978) and later improved by
Weingartner & Draine (2001) for the PE ejection effect. For
simplicity, only silicate dust is considered in this work. For
a given grain of radius rd and charge Z, the photo-electron
emission rate per grain can be obtained by integrating across
interstellar radiation field frequency as
JPE(Z, rd) = pir
2
d
∫ νmax
νpet
dνY (ν,Z, rd)Qabs(ν, rd)
cuν
hν
+
∫ νmax
νpdt
dνσpdt(ν,Z, rd)
cuν
hν
.
(1)
The first term at the right side of the equation is the rate
for the photoionisation of valence electrons, while the second
term is the photo-detachment rate for ‘extra’ attached elec-
trons on negatively charged grains. The PE yield Y (ν,Z, rd)
comprises three factors: the probability to produce a PE af-
ter the absorption of a UV photon, the probability for a PE
to travel out of the bulk of the grain, and the probability
for the PE to escape from the grain surface to infinity. The
absorption coefficient Qabs(ν, rd) is computed by Mie the-
ory from given dielectric function of the grain material and
spherical grain size rd according to Li & Draine (2001); we
used a FORTRAN code and dielectric function data file from
Dr. Aigen Li through private communication. The cross sec-
tion of the photo-detachment σpdt(ν,Z, rd) is also computed
by a simple empirical formula from Weingartner & Draine
(2001). The frequency integration limits are set by the avail-
ability of the most energetic photons in typical HI clouds
(hνmax = 13.6 eV) and the minimum energy required to
knock out the PE: hνpet for valence electrons and hνpdt for
loosely attached ‘extra’ electrons only on negatively charged
grains. See the full details in Weingartner & Draine (2001).
Then, the PE ejection rate coefficients can be computed
according to
kPE(Z, rd) = JPE(Z, rd)× 10
−AV/2.5(χ/χ0), (2)
where χ0 is the standard Habing field strength in
UV (6-13.6 eV). The PE ejection rate is RPE(Z, rd) =
kPE(Z, rd)nd(Z, rd).
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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Figure 1. Schematic for gas-grain interaction (left) and grain
accretion cross section (right). The gray filled cycles are dust
grains and the arrows indicate motions of particles. The left half
shows the three typical cases of gas-grain interaction with neutral
species, electrons and ions. The ‘Tunneling discharge’ branching
means ions can neutralise with oppositely charged grains through
quantum tunneling before touching the grain surface and thus
have a probability for their neutralised products to directly return
back into gas phase. The right panel indicates the differences in
accretion cross sections by the lengths of the red lines (not in pro-
portion, however) for the four typical cases of accretion: neutral
species onto all grains, ions onto neutral grains, ions onto hetero-
charge grains and ions onto homo-charge grains. The details are
discussed in section 2.2.2.
2.2.2 Accretion of charges onto grains
Beside the missing of PE process, the original chemical net-
work is also incomplete in the treatment of charge accretion
onto grains, because only neutral grains and grains with one
negative charge were considered. Moreover, the grain charg-
ing processes were treated in the original chemical network
like normal chemical reactions with fixed reaction rate coef-
ficients that are suitable only for a fixed grain charging con-
dition, which makes it impossible to apply to models with
different grain charging conditions and difficult to integrate
the grain motion effects into the processes.
A more complete treatment of grain charging can be
first divided into two broad categories: interactions of grains
with electrons and with ions. For electrons, the PE process
is the only electron ejection mechanism considered for grains
in this work, while the opposite process of PE is the electron
attachment to both neutral and charged grains. Ions can be
accreted onto both neutral and charged grains, but the op-
posite process (ejection of ions from grains) is assumed to
be impossible. This difference is visualised in the left half of
the cartoon in Fig 1. However, ions and electrons are con-
nected to each other by another pair of opposite processes:
ionisation (by both UV photons and cosmic rays) and re-
combination.
The electron attachment cross section can be handled
the same way as for the ion accretion process below.
The ion accretion process can be further divided into
three sub-categories: accretion of ions onto neutral, hetero
charge and homo charge grains. The ion accretion cross sec-
tion, if compared with the geometrical cross section of the
grains, will be slightly enhanced for neutral grains due to
the polarisability of the grains, be significantly enhanced for
hetero charge grains due to Coulomb attraction, and be sig-
nificantly reduced for homo charge grains due to Coulomb
repulsion, (as indicated in the right half of the cartoon in
Fig 1). The detailed formulas for the charge accretion cross
sections (applicable to both ions and electrons) will be given
in detail below.
It is worth noting that the accretion of ions onto grains
is also a process of material accretion which has similar
chemical consequences as the accretion of neutral species
onto grains. We assume that, together with their charges,
ions are also accreted onto the neutral or homo charge grain
surfaces, while for the case of ion accretion onto hetero
charge grains, there is a probability for the neutralised prod-
ucts to return back into the gas phase instead of being ac-
creted. The latter case is possible because the exchange of an
electron can occur through quantum tunneling between the
oppositely charged ion and grain without the requirement
for the impinging ions to touch the grain surface. However,
the sticking probability pneu of the neutral products is un-
known. We have tested two extreme cases: pneu = 0 for the
case in which all neutral products escape back to gas phase
(this is also the case adopted in the original chemical net-
work) and pneu = 1 for the case in which all neutral prod-
ucts are adsorbed on the grain surfaces. It turns out that the
different choices of pneu have negligible effect in the CNM
model and have a little effect only to the abundances of some
surface species in the DC and MC models, but our conclu-
sions upon the grain motion effect are not affected. Thus, we
adopt the same choice of pneu = 0 as in the original chemical
network.
Also note that, for multi-atom ions whose neutral coun-
terparts are unstable (e.g. H+3 ), they may break up into
smaller stabler pieces after their charges are neutralised with
hetero charge grains. This effect had been considered in
the original chemical network for grains with one negative
charge. What we have done is simply copying these reactions
for grains with more negative charges. For the accretion of
anions by positively charged grains, only 6 major simple an-
ions are considered and their neutral counterparts are all
stable (no need to break into smaller parts).
We utilise the formulas of Draine & Sutin (1987) to de-
scribe the charge accretion cross section that is determined
by Coulomb force and polarisability of the grains. As in that
work, we first define a charge ratio ν = Ze/qi (Z is the num-
ber of charges on the grain, e is the proton charge, qi is the
charge of ionic species i) and thermal-to-electrical potential
energy ratio τ = rdkbT/q2i (rd is the grain radius, kb is
the Boltzmann constant, and T is the kinetic temperature).
The modification to the charge accretion cross section can
be described by a Coulomb factor J˜ so that the cross section
can be written as pir2dJ˜ . The formulas of J˜ can be found in
Draine & Sutin (1987) and we reproduce them for the three
sub-categories below.
For the first sub-category (charge accretion onto a neu-
tral grain), we have ν = 0, and the Coulomb factor averaged
over thermal velocity is
J˜ = 1 +
( pi
2τ
)1/2
, (3)
which is different from unity merely due to the polarisabil-
ity of the grain. After the charge accretion, the impinging
species becomes a surface species (e.g., C+ becomes JC).
For the second sub-category (charge neutralisation be-
tween an ion or electron and a hetero charge grain), we have
ν = −|Z| < 0. Therefore, the Coulomb factor averaged over
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thermal velocity is
J˜ ≈
[
1−
ν
τ
] [
1 +
(
2
τ − 2ν
)1/2]
. (4)
Here the factor in the first square brackets on the right side is
due to Coulomb force, while the factor in the second square
brackets is due to polarisability of the grain.
For the third sub-category (ion or electron accretion
onto a homo charge grain), we have ν = |Z| > 0. Therefore,
the Coulomb factor averaged over thermal velocity is
J˜ ≈
[
1 + (4τ + 3ν)−1/2
]2
e−θν/τ , (5)
where θν ≈ ν/(1 + ν−1/2) is a dimensionless factor that
represents the strength of the maximum Coulomb repulsive
potential between the charged impinging particle and grain.
Clearly, this process will be important only when the grain
charge is not very large (small Coulomb repulsive potential)
and the gas temperature is high enough (high kinetic energy
of the impinging particle).
Then, the velocity averaged charge accretion rate coef-
ficient for an ionic species i is
Kcha,i(Z) = si
(
8kbT
pimimp
)1/2
pir2dJ˜ , (6)
where si and mi are the sticking coefficient of charge (onto
grains) and mass number of the ion (or electron) respec-
tively, mp is the proton mass. The value of si is between
0 ∼ 1; we adopt a fixed value of 0.5 in this work. It is con-
venient to average the charge accretion rate coefficient over
all possible grain charges
Kcha,i =
∑
Z
Kcha,i(Z)nd(Z)/nd, (7)
so that the total charge accretion rate between the ionic
species i and an average grain is
Rcha(i) = Kcha,in(i)nd, (8)
where n(i) and nd(Z) are the number densities of the ion
(or electron) and the grain with charge Z, respectively.
Taking the grain radius of rd = 10−5 cm as an example,
we obtain τ ≈ 0.06, 0.15 and 0.60, and thus J˜ ≈ 6.12, 4.24
and 2.62 for the first sub-category of charge accretion (accre-
tion of charges onto neutral grains) at the temperatures of
the DC, MC and CNM models, respectively. Therefore the
accretion cross section is enhanced due to the grain polaris-
ability only by factors of several in all three cloud models.
The representative grain charges in the three cloud
models are found from our simulations to be close to −e, +e
and +20e in DC, MC and CNM models, respectively, the
representative values of ν are thus ±1 and ±20. For the sec-
ond sub-category of charge accretion (attractive charge ac-
cretion onto hetero charge grains), it is found that J˜ ≈ 35.07,
15.06 and 41.95 for the representative grain charges in the
DC, MC and CNMmodels, respectively. Hence the Coulomb
attraction significantly enhances the charge accretion cross
section in all three cloud models.
For the third sub-category of charge accretion (repul-
sive charge accretion onto homo charge grains), we find
J˜ ≈ 5.8 × 10−4, 0.083 and 1.87 × 10−12 for DC, MC and
CNM models respectively. We thus conclude that the repul-
sive charge accretion is only mildly important in our MC
model. However, as we will see in later sections, this pro-
cess will become important also in the CNM model when
the grain motion is included to help overcome the repulsive
Coulomb barrier.
3 ADDING GRAIN MOTION
3.1 Introduce grain speed into grain related
coefficients
To take into account the grain motion in gas-grain chemical
models, we assume that both the dust grain velocity −→vd (with
an average velocity Vd) and the thermal velocity
−→
Vt of a gas-
phase species (with an average velocity Vt) obey Gaussian
distributions. Thus the relative velocity −→v = −→vd − −→vt also
obeys a Gaussian distribution with an average velocity of
V 2 = V 2d + V
2
t .
3.1.1 Accretion of neutral species
In gas-grain chemical models (see e.g., Hasegawa et al. 1992;
Garrod & Herbst 2006; Garrod et al. 2008; Semenov et al.
2010), the accretion rate (cm−3s−1) and rate coefficient
(cm−6s−1) of a gas-phase neutral species i onto grain sur-
faces are given by
Racc(i) = Kacc(i)n(i) = Kacc(i)X(i)nH, (9)
Kacc(i) = snadVimp(i)nd, (10)
Here sn = 1 is the sticking probability, ad = pir2d is the
geometric cross section of a grain with a radius rd and
nd =
nHmpmdg
(4/3)pir3dρd
(11)
is the number density of the grains in which mdg = 0.01 is
dust-to-gas mass ratio and ρd = 3 g cm−3 is the bulk density
of a dust grain. This definition of accretion rate coefficient is
convenient because usually the number density of grains are
assumed to be fixed. We further define the total geometric
cross section in a unit volume as
atot = adnd =
nH
rd
3mpmdg
4ρd
(12)
which, for given grain properties and dust-to-gas mass ratio,
is proportional to the gas density. Thus, the rate coefficient
becomes
Kacc(i) = snatotVimp(i). (13)
The impact velocity Vimp(i) is usually taken as the average
thermal speed of species i
Vimp(i) = Vt(i) =
√
8kbT/(pimimp). (14)
When the stochastic grain motion in turbulent inter-
stellar gas is taken into account, the impact velocity should
be replaced by the average relative speed between the gas
and grains
Vimp(i) =
√
V 2d + Vt(i)
2, (15)
where the average speed Vd of the grain motion relative to
gas has been investigated in MHD turbulence by Yan et al.
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000
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(2004). Thus the rate of accretion for neutral species i be-
comes
Racc,v(i) = snatotX(i)nH
√
V 2d +
8kbT
pimimp
(16)
where we use the additional subscript ‘v’ to denote quanti-
ties that include the grain motion effect.
3.1.2 Accretion of ionic species
For ions or electrons, as discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, they can be
accreted onto both neutral and charged grains. While the
charge accretion rate coefficient and rate have been given in
Eqs. (6) and (8), we prefer rewriting the rate coefficient as
Kcha,i(Z) = sia˜dVimp(i), (17)
where the effective charge accretion cross section a˜d = pir2dJ˜ .
Hence, beside the similar involvement of the grain motion
speed in the relative impact velocity Vimp as in Eq. (15), the
Coulomb factor J˜ is also affected through the involvement
of kinetic temperature in the parameter τ which now be-
comes τv = rd(kbT +mimpV 2d /2)/q
2
i . The general trend of
involving grain motion is thus to increase the impact velocity
Vimp but to decrease the ion/electron accretion cross section
a˜d for neutral and hetero charge grains and to increase a˜d
for homo charge grains. Detailed examples are given in the
context of the three cloud models below.
3.2 Grain motion effect on grain related
coefficients in the three cloud models
3.2.1 Accretion of neutrals
We illustrate the grain motion effects in Fig. 2 by comparing
the grain related rate coefficients between the models with
and without grain motion in the three cloud environments,
DC(v), MC(v) and CNM(v). For the neutral species in the
left panel, the inclusion of grain motion greatly enhances
the accretion of most neutral species other than the few
lightest ones such as H, H2 and He. Particularly, the uniform
contribution of the grain motion to all species of various
masses makes the accretion rate coefficients of most species
(except the few lightest ones) almost constant, while the
original coefficients ( without the grain motion effect) can
vary by more than an order of magnitude among species.
The enhancement of accretion coefficient is the largest for
the heaviest species which amounts to factors of about 16,
7.9 and 9.4 in the DC, MC and CNM models respectively.
The grain motion effect for the neutral species is the largest
in the DC model because its lower gas temperature makes
the grain accretion process more sensitive to the additional
motion of the grains (see in Eqs. 12-15).
3.2.2 Accretion of ions and electrons
For the accretion of ions in the right panel of the figure, the
grain motion effect is found to be extremely sensitive to the
number of charges on a grain. Here we adopt a representative
grain charge of −e, +e and +20e as before for the DC, MC
and CNM models respectively and only consider accretion
of cations as an example. The inclusion of the grain motion
is found to slightly reduce the charge neutralisation rate
coefficients by a factor of several in the DC(v) models, but
to inversely enhance the cation accretion rates onto homo
charge grains by factors up to 100 in the MC(v) models,
and to extremely boost up the cation accretion rates onto
homo charge grains by huge factors up to more than 1012
in the CNM(v) models. The huge differences stem from the
properties of the Coulomb interaction between the ions and
the charged grains.
In the DC(v) models, the charge accretion is controlled
by Coulomb attraction between the impinging cations and
the negatively charged grains and thus the inclusion of the
grain motion makes the Coulomb attraction more difficult.
Oppositely, in the MC(v) models, the Coulomb repul-
sion between the impinging cation and the ‘+e’ charge on
a grain impose a potential barrier to charge accretion. The
kinetic energy of the impinging cations happens to be com-
parable to the barrier in the condition of the MC(v) mod-
els. Hence, the additional grain motion helps the impinging
cations to overcome the Coulomb barrier more easily and
the exponential dependence of the charge accretion rate on
the ion-grain relative motion (see the involvement of ν in
the quantity θν in Eq. 5) results in a large enhancement of
the charge accretion rate coefficient in the MC(v) models.
The situation of the CNM(v) models is similar as in the
case of MC(v), except the fact that the much higher grain
charge of +20e creates so high a Coulomb barrier that, with-
out the grain motion, the cation thermal energy is signifi-
cantly lower than barrier, which makes the cation accretion
onto the +20e charge grains almost impossible. The phys-
ical conditions in the CNM(v) models are in such a subtle
state that the high average grain speed of 1.2 kms−1 in the
CNMv model can help the impinging cations to gain a ki-
netic energy comparable or even higher than the Coulomb
barrier, which results in the huge exponential rise up of the
charge accretion rate coefficient observed in the right panel
of Fig. 2.
Note that the inclusion of the grain motion generally
also tends to increase the velocity factor Vimp(i) of the charge
accretion rate (Eqs. 13-15). But this factor only plays a mi-
nor role compared to the above Coulomb force factor.
In a summary, the general effect of grain motion is
to speed up the accretion of neutral species onto grains,
slow down ion-grain charge neutralisation, but exponentially
boosts the accretion of ions onto homo charge grains. We did
not exemplify the accretion of ions onto neutral grains. But
it is easy to infer that it will be slightly reduced by the grain
motion effect, just as the case of ion-grain charge neutrali-
sation.
Furthermore, for the grain motion effect in the gas-grain
interaction to take effect in the chemical models, one still
needs to consider the evolution of the densities n(i), n(e) and
nd(Z) and to make sure these processes are not overwhelmed
by other competing processes such as grain desorption and
chemical reactions. Therefore, several tools such as timescale
analysis and reaction rate tracing diagram are introduced in
the next section to help understand when and how the grain
motion takes effect.
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Figure 2. Effect of grain motion to grain accretion rate coefficients of neutral (left panel) and ionic (right panel) chemical species in the
three molecular cloud models, DC (solid lines), MC (dashed lines) and CNM (dotted lines). The accretion rate coefficients with (thick
lines) and without (thin lines) grain motion effect are plotted separately. Note that, in the right panel, only cations and electron (the left
most point with nearly zero mass) are shown as examples. (A color version of this figure is available online only.) See the discussions in
Sect. 3.2.
4 TOOLS FOR UNDERSTANDING THE
CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF GRAIN MOTION
4.1 Definition of timescales
In pseudo-time dependent chemical simulations, the impor-
tance of a chemical process to a given chemical species can be
characterised by its time scale. Generally, one can differenti-
ate two major categories of process for a given species i: its
production and consumption processes. Assuming the cor-
responding reaction rates at a given time t are Rpro,tot(i, t)
and Rcon,tot(i, t), respectively, and the current density of the
species is n(i, t), the production and consumption timescales
can be defined as
tpro,tot(i, t) = n(i, t)/Rpro,tot(i, t), (18)
tcon,tot(i, t) = n(i, t)/Rcon,tot(i, t). (19)
The meaning of timescales defined this way is that, for given
ideally fixed current conditions, the current density of the
considered species will be zeroed out (for consumption pro-
cesses) or doubled (for production processes) within the de-
fined timescale.
We separate the grain related processes (accretion of
neutral and charged particles onto neutral and charged
grains, desorption of neutral species from grain surfaces, and
ejection of photo-electrons) from the chemical reactions and
photo-processes in the gas and on the surfaces. Therefore,
now we have four similarly defined timescales for any gas-
phase or surface species i:
• tacc(i, t) – the grain accretion timescale;
• tdes(i, t) – the grain desorption timescale;
• tpro(i, t) – the chemical production timescale accounting
for all chemical reactions that make the species;
• tcon(i, t) – the chemical consumption timescale account-
ing for all chemical reactions that destroy the species.
The accretion timescale applies to accretion of neutral
species, electron attachment and ion accretion processes,
while the desorption timescale applies to both desorption of
neutral species and ejection of photo-electrons from grains.
The grain desorption process only includes thermal and cos-
mic ray induced desorption. The total desorption rate of a
surface species i is
Rdes(i, t) = n(i, t)(Ktd(i) +Kcd(i)) (20)
in which the time-independent thermal and c.r. induced des-
orption rate coefficients are defined as
Ktd(i) = ν(i)exp(−
Ed(i)
Td
), (21)
Kcd(i) = fν(i)exp(−
Ed(i)
70K
), (22)
where ν(i) =
√
2NskbEd(i)
pi2mimp
is the characteristic vibrational
frequency of species i, kb is Boltzmann constant in ergK−1,
Ed(i) is the desorption energy in unit of K, Ns = 1.5× 1015
(sites cm−2) is the adsorption site density on grain surface,
and f = 3.0× 10−19 is the ratio of a grain cooling timescale
via desorption of molecules to the timescale of subsequent
heating events by c.r. (e.g. Semenov et al. 2010).
For the gas-phase and surface chemical reactions, the
chemical production and consumption rates are the sum
of the individual rates of all reactions involving the con-
sider species i. These rates are usually related to the evolv-
ing abundances of various related species and thus the two
corresponding timescales, tpro(i, t) and tcon(i, t), are gener-
ally time-dependent and show complex behavior during the
model evolution. Their detailed properties will be analysed
with a more powerful tool — the reaction rate tracing (RRT)
method — in later sections of this work.
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4.2 Special properties of the accretion and
desorption timescales
Here we stress that the evolution of gas and surface abun-
dances have different dependence on the accretion and des-
orption rate coefficients. For a gas-phase species i, the ac-
cretion timescale is the gas depletion timescale
tdep(i) =
ng(i, t)
Racc(i, t)
=
1
Kacc(i)
(23)
from which one can see that it has no relation to its current
density, but is only related to the grain properties and gas
temperature, according to Eqs. (10-15). Thus, this timescale
does not change with time during the model cloud evolution.
For a surface species i, the accretion timescale becomes the
ice(-mantle) growth timescale
tgro(i, t) =
ns(i, t)
Racc(i, t)
=
ns(i, t)
ng(i, t)
tdep(i). (24)
This definition shows that, while the ice(-mantle) growth
timescale is proportional to the time-independent depletion
timescale tdep(i) of its gas-phase counterpart, tgro(i, t) it-
self becomes time-dependent due to the involvement of the
evolving surface-to-gas density contrast.
Similarly, the desorption timescale for a surface species
i is the ice(-mantle) evaporation timescale
teva(i) =
ns(i, t)
Rdes(i, t)
=
1
Kdes(i)
, (25)
which is only related to the grain properties and is thus
time-independent, according to Eqs. (20-22). While the ab-
sorption timescale for the gas-phase species i becomes the
gas enrichment timescale by desorption
tenr(i, t) =
ng(i, t)
Rdes(i, t)
=
ng(i, t)
ns(i, t)
teva(i). (26)
It is again related to the gas-to-surface density contrast of
the considered species, which makes it time-dependent. For
ions, only one grain related timescale, the charge accretion
timescale, can be defined as
tcha(i, t) =
ng(i, t)
Rcha(i, t)
=
1∑
Z Kcha,i(Z)nd(Z, t)
. (27)
It is time dependent because of the involvement of the
evolving grain charge distribution. We do not discuss the
timescales of electrons, because little grain motion effect is
expected for them.
4.3 Age-normalised timescale
During the evolution of chemical models, for any of
the above four processes to be chemically important, its
timescale must be comparable or shorter than the age of
the model. This definition of importance can be understood
as that, if the current density and rates are fixed, a chemi-
cally important process should be able to zero out or double
the current density n(i) when the age of the model doubles.
Therefore, the chemical importance of the four processes can
be better characterised by age-normalised timescales
t˜pro(i, t) = tpro(i, t)/t, (28)
t˜con(i, t) = tcon(i, t)/t, (29)
t˜dep(i, t) = tdep(i, t)/t (for gas species), (30)
t˜enr(i, t) = tenr(i, t)/t (for gas species), (31)
t˜gro(i, t) = tgro(i, t)/t (for surface species), (32)
t˜eva(i, t) = teva(i, t)/t (for surface species), (33)
t˜cha(i, t) = tcha(i, t)/t(for ions), (34)
where t is the model age. Because the grain motion enters
the problem only through the accretion processes, its effect
will be important only when the accretion processes are im-
portant (when t˜dep(i, t) 6 1, t˜gro(i, t) 6 1 or t˜cha(i, t) 6 1).
When the accretion timescale is already shorter than
the cloud age, the chemical importance of accretion (and of
grain motion effect) further depends on whether it is not
overwhelmed by other processes such as desorption, chem-
ical production and consumption. The processes with the
shortest age-normalised timescales dominate the abundance
evolution of the considered species. The relative importance
of the various processes usually evolves with time.
4.4 Reaction rate tracing (RRT) method
When the grain accretion process is at least not the only
dominant process and the chemical reactions play a crucial
role for a given species i, one may need to trace more details
of the evolving network of chemical reactions to interpret the
grain motion effects. This is particularly the case for most
ionic species whose abundances are generally dominated by
gas-phase chemical reactions in our model. In this case, we
will apply the reaction rate tracing (RRT) method in which,
in addition to the plots of abundance evolution tracks and
age-normalised timescale curves define in previous subsec-
tions, plots of total production and consumption rates and
rates of individual leading processes (RRT plots) will be con-
sidered. The chemical formulae of the leading reactions will
be also listed out in the plots to help recognise them. Such
a combination of the abundance, age-normalised timescale,
and RRT plots is called an RRT diagram in this work.
The leading processes to be shown in the RRT plots are
selected in the following two steps: First, we consider the
rates of all processes at a given time t and select the small-
est number of the fastest processes whose collective contri-
bution to the total production/consumption rate is no less
than a specified threshold percentage α. Second, this selec-
tion procedure is repeated for all evolution time steps of
the chemical modeling and all the selections are merged to
yield the final set of leading processes to show in the RRT
plots. The threshold α can be arbitrarily adjusted between 0
and 1 to increase or reduce the number of processes to show
in the RRT plots. When α = 0, only those reactions that
are the fastest at least at one time step are selected; while
when α = 1, all reactions will be selected. For the RRT plots
shown in this work, we set α = 0.
In order to investigate the grain motion effect, we also
add an additional row of sub-plots to the bottom of the RRT
diagrams to compare the RRT plots between the models
with and without the inclusion of grain motion. Examples
of the RRT diagram can be found in the discussion of ionic
species in the DC(v) models in Sect. 5.1.3.
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5 RESULTS
This section summarises the overall properties of grain mo-
tion effects in the DC, MC and CNM models. Particularly,
we will use individual examples in the DC(v) models to illus-
trate how and when the grain motion begins to take effect
in chemistry. Then the grain motion effects are compared
among the three cloud models and interpretation to the find-
ings will be given.
5.1 Dark cloud (DC) models
We have compared the abundance evolution tracks between
the DC and DCv models for all species whose maximum
number density is no less than 10−15 cm−3 to check the grain
motion effects. It is found that most of both the gas-phase
and surface species are definitely affected by the grain mo-
tion effect, with only few exceptions which will be mentioned
in the next paragraphs. For the gas-phase species, no mat-
ter whether they are neutrals or ions, the grain motion effect
manifests itself as two types of typical phenomena: 1) during
certain periods of slow abundance evolution, the gas-phase
abundances are lowered by 2-3 orders of magnitude due to
the enhanced grain accretion by the moving grains; 2) at
those special moments when the species experiences sharp
changes in abundance, the inclusion of grain motion usually
tends to make the sharp changes to occur at ages about ten
times earlier.
Most of the surface ice species also show grain motion
effects in their abundance evolution tracks. The effects can
be grouped into two classes too: 1) at the beginning of the
modeling or when the abundances do not vary sharply, the
inclusion of grain motion can enhance the surface abun-
dances by varying factors up to two orders of magnitude
(e.g., the JOH, JHCN, JCN, JNO, JS, JP ices, etc.); 2) at
the moments of drastic abundance jumps, the occurrence of
the jumps is usually postponed to a later age by a factor
of several by the grain motion effect (e.g., this is the case
for the JNH, JNO, JOH, JCN JS, JH, JCH2, and JCH3 ices
among others). Several special cases will be discussed below.
Some special cases exist for the gas-phase species. For
example, the abundances of some ionic species such as C+
and C+2 are very insensitive to the grain motion effect. This
is because both the production and consumption reactions
involve neutral species and are both reduced to similar fac-
tors by the grain motion effect, which leaves the considered
abundance almost unchanged. Some other species such as
O3 and CH3 and ionic species such as H+3 , He
+, HeH+, H+
and CH+5 show enhanced abundance in some periods of their
chemical evolution, which is counter intuitive. The enhance-
ment of these ionic abundances is due to the decrease of their
neutral destroyers by the grain motion effect, as discussed
for the case of H+3 in Sect. 5.1.3. For the neutral species
CH3, its abundance is enhanced, opposite to the majority of
gas-phase neutral species, due to the fact that it is mainly
made from the enriched ion CH+5 . In the special case of O3,
its abundance is also enhanced by the grain motion effect,
which is because it is mainly made through the enhanced
surface reactions between JO atoms and subsequent desorp-
tion.
Some special cases for the surface species include the
JMgH2, JH2O, JH2S, JSiH4 ices whose abundance seem to
be insensitive to the inclusion of grain motion. The reason is
the same as will be explained in the discussions of the JH2O
ice case in Sect. 5.1.2: cancellation between the increase and
decrease of abundances of two or more building blocks of the
ices in the grain surface reactions. Two other species, JH and
JNH3 ices, unexpectedly show decrease of abundance by the
grain motion effect, which is because JH atoms are heavily
consumed by many other enriched neutral surface species
through surface reactions and the formation of ammonia ice
heavily relies on the availability of JH.
Below we will demonstrate how the grain motion alters
the chemical abundance evolution tracks of some representa-
tive neutral, ionic and surface species in the DC(v) models.
5.1.1 Gas-phase neutral species
Before going to the detailed examples, we recall that, for
a gas-phase neutral species, the grain accretion process
is called depletion process while the desorption process is
termed enrichment process. Therefore, we will intensively
use the corresponding timescale tdep and tenr in the discus-
sions below.
CO
Three examples of neutral species will be discussed. They are
presented as the three rows in Fig. 3, with the top row for the
first example species, CO. The abundance evolution tracks
(top left panel) show that the inclusion of grain motion in
the model will bring down the CO abundance by an order of
magnitude only after an age of about 104 − 105 yr. The cor-
responding logarithmic age-normalised timescale plot (top
right panel) demonstrates that, before the age of 104−105 yr,
the gas-phase chemical production processes (dash-dotted
lines) have the smallest age-normalised timescale and thus
dominate over the chemical consumption and grain related
processes. The grain accretion process is unimportant dur-
ing this age because the accretion timescale of about 105 yr
is much longer than the cloud age, which explains why the
grain motion effect in CO does not appear until after this
age. After the model cloud is older than about 105 yr, all four
processes become comparably chemically important, as can
be seen from the crowding of the age-normalised timescale
curves in the figure. With the inclusion of grain motion, both
grain accretion and desorption are enhanced (with smaller
age-normalised timescales as shown by the thick black curves
in the figure), while the two chemical reaction processes show
little difference (the corresponding thick black dash-dotted
and dotted curves are almost overlapped with the thin black
curves in the figure). The enhancement of the desorption
process (enrichment of CO) is an indirect effect of grain mo-
tion: it is caused by the increase of the surface JCO abun-
dance before 105 yr and by the decrease of gas-phase CO
abundance after then (see the definition of the enrichment
timescale in Eq. 26). Therefore, the grain motion effect in
CO abundance is driven directly through the enhancement
of accretion process and shows up mainly in the late period.
We stress here that the lower CO abundance due to
grain motion effect may not contradict with the generally
found CO abundance of about 10−4 in molecular clouds, be-
cause we did not fine tune our chemical and physical model
parameters to meet the observations. However, a more de-
tailed investigation of the CO abundance in future may pro-
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Figure 3. Chemical effects of grain motion to gas-phase neutral species in three representative cases (one case per row) in the dark
cloud (DC) model. In each row, the left panel is the abundance evolution tracks for models with (thick black lines) and without (thin
black lines) grain motion; the right panel is the corresponding age-normalised timescale curves of the four processes (gas depletion by
solid line, gas enrichment by dashed line, chemical production by dash-dotted line, and chemical consumption by dotted line; the use of
thick black and thin black lines to differentiate models with and without grain motion effects is the same as in the left panels) as defined
in Eqs. (28-31). See the discussions in Sect. 5.1.1.
vide a valuable observational test to the grain motions and
their chemical effects.
C2S
The evolution tracks (middle left panel) and age-normalised
timescale curves (middle right panel) of C2S are shown in the
middle row of Fig. 3. The grain motion effect similarly be-
gins to emerge after a model cloud age of about 104−105 yr
to bring down the gas-phase C2S abundance. However, the
grain motion effect in this case is an indirect effect. The
chemistry of C2S is always dominated by fast chemical pro-
duction and consumption reactions, as can be seen from the
overlapping dash-dotted and dotted lines in the middle right
panel of the figure. The grain motion effect decreases its
abundance at later ages by reducing the available amount
of the raw chemical material (e.g., C and S) that makes C2S.
A large body of gas-phase neutral species also belong to this
case.
O3
The evolution tracks (bottom left panel) and age-normalised
timescale curves (bottom right panel) of O3 are shown in
Fig. 3. Its abundance is counter-intuitively greatly enhanced
by the inclusion of grain motion from the very beginning of
c© 2014 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–20
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the chemical modeling. The age-normalised timescale plot
shows that its abundance evolution is solely controlled by
desorption process before the age of 105 yr, which means
the gas-phase ozone should be mainly formed on grains and
the enhancement of the gas-phase ozone abundance is a sec-
ondary effect of the enhanced abundances of JO atoms due
to the inclusion of grain motion. This result is a natural
consequence of our chemical network in which there is no
gas-phase formation channel for O3 (correspondingly, the
curve for t˜pro is missing in the bottom right panel of Fig. 3).
5.1.2 Surface species
Again, we recall that, for a surface icy species, the grain ac-
cretion process is termed ice growth process, while the des-
orption process is called ice evaporation process. The corre-
sponding times intensively used in this subsection will thus
be tgro and teva.
JCO
The evolution tracks (top left panel) and age-normalised
timescale curves (top right panel) of the surface species JCO
are shown in Fig. 4. Unlike its gas-phase counterpart, the
grain motion effect appears from the very beginning of the
modeling. The age-normalised timescale plot shows that its
abundance is solely dictated by the dominant grain accre-
tion process at early ages (see the solid curves of ice growth
timescale t˜gro in this panel), which naturally explains the
early appearance of the grain motion effect. At ages later
than 106 yr, both the grain accretion and desorption pro-
cesses become dominant and the desorption process (see the
ice evaporation timescale curve t˜eva in the figure) slightly
overtakes the accretion process (t˜gro curve), so that the over-
abundance of JCO ice begins to diminish. Some other typical
surface species like JC, JN, JO and JCN show similar grain
motion effects through the same mechanism.
JNO
The evolution tracks (left panel of second row) and age-
normalised timescale curves (right panel of second row) of
the surface species JNO are shown in Fig. 4. JNO illustrates
another typical case of the grain motion effect. The JNO
abundance is enhanced from the very beginning and an ex-
isting sudden abundance jump down around 105 − 106 yr is
also delayed by the grain motion effect. The age-normalised
timescale plot shows that its abundance evolution is always
dominated by surface chemical reactions. RRT plot analy-
sis (not shown here) tells us that the dominant production
reaction in the early stage is the one between JN and JO
whose abundances are directly enhanced by the inclusion
of grain motion, which explains the enhancement of JNO
abundance.
The sudden abundance drop of JNO is the consequence
of decreasing supply of accreted N and O atoms (consumed
by accretion onto grains and reaction with other neutrals),
the quick consumption of its building blocks JN and JO by
other surface reactions, and the consumption of JNO itself
in making more complex surface species (dominantly reacts
with JH to form JHNO). The RRT plot analysis also indi-
cates that the JNO abundance jump time is a dividing point
of two JNO production modes before which it is dominated
by the nearly one directional reaction JN + JO → JNO,
while after which it shifts to the bi-directional equilibrium
reaction JNO + JH↔ JHNO because the limited surface JN
and JO have been used up. Thus, when the grain accretion
is enhanced by the grain motion, more O and N atoms are
transferred from gas-phase reaction channels to grain accre-
tion channel. Consequently, more surface JN and JO atoms
make the first JNO production mode holds for a longer time
before the sudden jump. The grain motion effect disappears
when the surface chemical network reaches its equilibrium
state after about 108 yr. Some other species like JCN and
JO2 also belong to this case.
JH
The evolution tracks (left panel of third row) and age-
normalised timescale curves (right panel of third row) of
the surface atomic hydrogen JH are shown in Fig. 4. JH il-
lustrates a unique case where the enhancement of accretion
due to grain motion effect significantly reduces its surface
abundance immediately after the start of the modeling. Its
abundance is jointly controlled by the balance between the
equally fast accretion and chemical consumption processes,
which can be seen from the overlap of their age-normalised
timescale curves (the t˜gro curves in solid and t˜con curves in
dotted lines) in the right panel of the third row of the fig-
ure (note that the two pairs of solid and dotted curves are
overlapped so nicely that they can hardly be differentiated
in the figure). Thus, the decrease of the JH abundance after
the inclusion of grain motion is due to the fact that the grain
motion does not increase the accretion of H atom because of
its light mass but enhances the abundances of many heavier
active surface destroyers of JH.
An existing sudden jump up of the JH abundance
around 105−106 yr is also delayed by the grain motion effect.
The jump marks the change of its consumption mode from
reacting with simple surface species directly accreted from
gas (dominantly JO) to desorption and formation of JH2.
Therefore, the faster accretion of species from gas (such as
JO) by the grain motion suppresses the JH abundance for a
longer time and delays its jump up.
JH2O
The evolution tracks (bottom left panel) and age-normalised
timescale curves (bottom right panel) of the surface water
ice JH2O are shown in Fig. 4. The water ice shows little re-
sponse to the inclusion of grain motion. This is because it is
mainly formed on grain surface by a chain of hydrogen addi-
tion reactions. One half of the material used to make water
ice (JO atom) is surely enhanced by the grain motion effect,
while the other half (JH atom) is reduced due to the same
effect, as showed above. Therefore, the two opposite effects
cancel out and leave the surface water ice abundance insen-
sitive to the inclusion of grain motion. Similar mechanism is
also applicable to ammonia, H2S and SiH4 ice.
5.1.3 Ionic species
For the ionic species, we have introduced detailed charge ac-
cretion process with grains in Sect. 2.2.2, which is the only
channel to interact with grains. The inclusion of grain mo-
tion generally tend to reduce the neutralisation rate in the
DC(v) models. As will be shown below, however, the neu-
tralisation process turns out to be always unimportant in the
modeling of this work, mainly because the adopted grain ra-
dius of 0.1µm is so large that the number density of grains is
too low. In future work when we will consider a full distribu-
tion of grain sizes (with a larger number of smaller grains),
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for representative surface ice species. The age-normalised timescales (ice growth timescale, ice evaporation
timescale, and surface chemical production and consumption timescales) in the right panels are defined in Eqs. (28, 29, 32, 33). See the
discussions in Sect. 5.1.2.
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the grain charge neutralisation process may become impor-
tant to the ion abundance evolution. Therefore, the evolu-
tion of the ionic species abundance is mainly controlled by
their ionisation and electron recombination processes in the
gas phase. To understand how the grain motion indirectly
alter the ion abundance evolution, we need to invoke the
reaction rate tracing (RRT) diagram described in Sect. 4.4.
HCO+
The RRT diagram of HCO+ is shown in Fig. 5. The up-
per left panel shows that the grain motion effect begins to
show up as the reduction of the HCO+ abundance after an
age of 105 yr. The age-normalised timescale curves (top right
panel) tells us that the chemical production and consump-
tion processes are always chemically important and close to
balanced with each other, while the ion-grain neutralisation
is always unimportant (with much longer timescales t˜cha;
see the solid lines in the figure). In the RRT plots (the sec-
ond and bottom rows), the chemical production of HCO+
is driven by a collection of ion-neutral reactions in the early
stages before ∼ 104 yr and solely by the reaction between
H+3 and CO (the thick black dash-dotted curves in middle
left and bottom left panels of the figure) after then, while
the HCO+ molecules are destroyed mainly by the recombi-
nation processes (the black solid curves in the middle right
and bottom right panels) at all time.
The lower HCO+ abundance found in the DCv model
(with grain motion effect) in the later stages is mainly the
consequence of the significant reduction in abundance of one
of its building blocks, gas-phase CO, by the grain motion
effect. As we will discuss below, the other building block, H+3 ,
actually has enhanced abundances due to the grain motion
effect during the same evolutionary stage which partially
cancels out the opposite effect in CO. However, the decrease
in CO abundance is larger and the net effect is the decrease
of the HCO+ abundance, as seen from the figure.
H+3
This ion represents an opposite case to HCO+, which reveals
an interesting general recipe in understanding the chemical
effects of a key species (see below). Contrary to the HCO+
case, H+3 shows enhancement in its abundance in the late
evolutionary stages due to grain motion effect, as can be
seen in the top left panel of its RRT diagram in Fig. 6.
The age-normalised timescale plot (top right panel)
demonstrates that the chemical production and consump-
tion processes are always important and the two processes
are always close to balance with each other. The ion-
neutralisation process is again unimportant at all ages.
In the middle and bottom rows, while the production
processes are always dominated by the reaction between H+2
and H2 all the time, the destruction channel of this ion is
jointly controlled by the recombination and a collection of
ion-neutral reactions. The enhancement of the H+3 abun-
dance in the later stages is mainly the consequence of the
greater loss of some neutral destroyers like CO that are sen-
sitive to the grain motion effect. The decrease of neutral de-
stroyer abundances and the increase of H+3 abundance bal-
ance with each other so that the total destruction rate of
H+3 (middle right and bottom right panels) is almost not
altered by the grain motion effect. The invariance of the to-
tal destruction rate is also the natural consequence of the
stable balance between the total production and destruc-
tion rates of H+3 (comparing the left and right panels in the
middle and bottom rows of Fig. 6) and the fact that the
single dominating production process is nearly not affected
by the grain motion effect (see the only listed chemical pro-
cess H+2 +H2 → H
+
3 +H on top of the middle and bottom left
panels of the figure).
The HCO+ and H+3 form an pair of opposite cases.
The former has a single dominating consumption process
HCO++e− → CO+H and more than one similarly impor-
tant production reactions, while the latter has a single dom-
inating production process and more than one similarly im-
portant consumption reactions; the former shows a decrease
of abundance, while the later shows an increase of abun-
dance; the former has both total production and total con-
sumption rates decreased by the enhanced loss of gas-phase
CO due to grain motion effect, while the latter shows almost
no change in either total production or total consumption
rates after the inclusion of grain motion.
The opposite behaviors of HCO+ and H+3 stem from
the fact that the major abundance change induced by grain
motion occurs to one of the building blocks of HCO+, while
it occurs to some destroyers of H+3 . As a rule of thumb, if
the change of abundance occurs to a major building block
of a considered species, both the total abundance, produc-
tion rate and the abundance of the considered species will
vary proportionally; if the change occurs to one of the ma-
jor destroyers of a species, the abundance of the considered
species will vary inversely, while the total destruction rate
may keep almost unchanged because the major destroyer
and the considered species itself vary in an opposite sense
and cancel each other out.
C+
This ion represents an intermediate case between that of
HCO+ and H+3 . The C
+ abundance evolution curves (top
left panel of Fig. 7) show little response to the inclusion
of grain motion. Both the production and consumption pro-
cesses involve important contributions from ion-neutral reac-
tions, while such involvement occurs only to the production
processes of HCO+ and only to the consumption processes
of H+3 . As can be seen from the second and bottom rows in
the RRT diagram of C+ in Fig. 7, the main contributors be-
side the ionisation processes to the production rate involves
some neutral species such as CO and CH, while the main
contributors beside the recombination processes to the con-
sumption rate similarly involve a number of neutral species
like H2, H2O, HNC O2 and NH3. Thus the decrease of the
neutral abundances due to grain motion has similar effects
to both total production and consumption rates of C+ and
they cancel out, which explains the insensitivity of the C+
abundance to the grain motion.
5.2 Molecular cloud (MC) models
Compared with the DC(v) models, the MC(v) models have
much lower gas and grain number densities, a lower extinc-
tion, and slightly higher gas and grain temperatures. As a
result, the MC(v) models have significantly simpler chem-
ical composition, with fewer chemical species whose maxi-
mum density is higher than 10−15 cm−3. There is almost no
abundant species more complex than four atoms (with the
only exception of C3H2).
The grain motion effects in the chemical abundances are
generally smaller in the MC(v) models than in the DC(v)
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Figure 5. Reaction rate tracing (RRT) diagram of HCO+ in the DC(v) cloud models (see the definition of the RRT diagram in
Sect. 4.4). This diagram is the combination of the abundance evolution plot and age-normalised timescale plot in Fig. 3 (the first row)
with additional reaction rate tracing plots (the middle and bottom rows for the DC and DCv models respectively). The age-normalised
timescales (chemical production and consumption timescales, and charge accretion timescale) in the top right panel are defined in
Eqs. (28, 29, 34). In the middle row, the two panels are the RRT plots of leading production (left) and consumption (right) processes.
Here the total rates are plotted in a thick gray solid line, while the individual rates of the major contributing processes are shown with
lines of various types and widths, indicating the main drivers of the chemical evolution. The corresponding chemical formula of each
plotted reaction is given on the top of each RRT plot. The importance criteria used to select the leading processes is set to α = 0 (see
its definition in Sect. 4.4) in this work. This figure is discussed in Sect. 5.1.3.
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Figure 6. Reaction rate tracing (RRT) diagram of H+3 (similar as Fig. 5). This figure is discussed in Sect. 5.1.3.
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Figure 7. Reaction rate tracing (RRT) diagram of C+ (similar as Fig. 5). See the discussions in Sect. 5.1.3.
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Figure 8. Representative cases of grain motion effect to abun-
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Solid and dotted curves are for models without and with grain
motion effect, respectively. See the discussions in Sect. 5.2. (A
color version of this figure is available online only.)
models. Several representative cases of the grain motion ef-
fects for selected neutral, ionic and surface species are shown
in the three panels of Fig. 8. Different from the general de-
creasing trends of both neutral and ionic abundances in the
DC(v) models, many neutral and ionic species in the MC(v)
models show abundance enhancement by the grain motion
effect (but only by smaller factors of up to only two, com-
pared with the much larger factors of up to 2-3 orders of
magnitude in the DC(v) models). Particularly, some gas-
phase neutral species (e.g, SiC, HCN, CH4, C3H, H2CO
and CS) and ionic species (e.g., C2S+, H2CO+, C3+, C2N+,
CH3+, and C2H+) start to show the grain motion effect
from the very beginning of the modeling (t = 0), which do
not happen in the DC(v) models. Similar as in DC(v) mod-
els, the sudden jumps in the chemical evolution curves also
shift to slightly earlier ages (by smaller factors of up to only
three, compared to the larger time shifts of up to 10 times
in the DC(v) models). Only few abundant ionic species such
as P+, H+, He+ in the MC(v) models are insensitive to the
grain motion effect. All of the surface species show promi-
nent enhancement of abundance (by factors up to 10) from
the beginning of the modeling after the inclusion of the grain
motion (see the examples of JH2O, JCO, JC2H2 in the right
panel of the figure).
5.3 Cold Neutral Medium (CNM) models
With even lower gas and grain number densities, full ex-
posure to the interstellar radiation field, and higher gas
and dust temperatures in the CNM(v) models, the num-
ber of abundant gas-phase species (with density higher than
10−15 cm−3) is even smaller, which is true for both neutral
and ionic gaseous species. Almost all of the neutral and ionic
gas-phase species are composed of no more than two atoms,
with only few exceptions (CH3, CH4, H2O and O3).
To help understand the grain motion effects to the
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Figure 9. Similar as Fig. 8 but for the CNM model. See the
discussions in Sect. 5.3. (A color version of this figure is available
online only.)
chemical abundances, several representative cases for se-
lected neutral, ionic and surface species are shown in Fig. 9.
Similar as in the MC(v) models, most of the gas-phase
species (both neutral and ionic) in the CNM(v) models have
their abundances enhanced by the grain motion effect, al-
though a larger number of both neutral and ionic species
in the CNM(v) models are insensitive to the grain motion
effects. The gas-phase abundance enhancement factors in
CNM(v) models (10-100) are significantly larger than that
in MC(v) models but comparable to the abundance reduc-
tion factors in the DC(v) models. Several neutral species
show the grain motion effects from the very beginning of
the modeling, while several others show this effect from a
later model age of 102 − 104 yr (see the examples of CH4,
H2 and CO in the left panel of the figure). Differently, ionic
species start to show the grain motion effect only from later
ages of 104 − 106 yr (see the examples of C+2 , O
+
2 and S
+
in the middle panel of the figure). Particularly, the surface
species in the CNM(v) models show the largest abundance
enhancement that amounts to 2-6 or even more orders of
magnitude (see the examples of JH2O, JH2S, JC2H2 in the
right panel of the figure).
5.4 Discussion on the major differences among
the three cloud models
Since distinctions have been found in the chemical effects
of grain motion among the DC, MC and CNM models, we
highlight the most salient differences and discuss the possi-
ble reasons in this subsection. To ease our discussions be-
low, we compute the histograms of grain motion effects of
all abundant species (with a number density higher than
10−15 cm−3) in Fig. 10. An abundance change due to grain
motion is defined as log(Xv/X)max, where Xv and X repre-
sent the abundances of the species X in the models with and
without grain motion. Gas-phase neutral and ionic species
and surface species are considered separately to reveal their
different responses to the grain motion. Those time peri-
ods with sharp abundance jumps in the chemical evolution
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curves are excluded from the statistics. We find respectively
593, 194 and 149 chemical species in the DC(v), MC(v)
and CNM(v) models that are abundant enough to enter
our statistics, which confirms our earlier conclusions that
the chemical composition is the most complex in the DC
model and the simplest in the CNM model. This has been
explained earlier mainly by the lower density (more difficult
to form complex species) and higher ISRF (easier to destroy
the complex species) in the MC and CNM models.
First we compare the neutral (black solid lines) and
ionic (red dotted lines) species in the three panels of Fig. 10
and find that most of the gas-phase species show abundance
decreases in the DC(v) models (with log(Xv/X)max < 0),
slightly more abundance increases than decreases in the
MC(v) models and only non-negative abundance changes
in the CNM(v) models. This agrees with our earlier find-
ings that the grain motion effect to the gas-phase species is
generally to bring down the abundances of both the neutral
and ionic species in the DC(v) models, but inversely push
them up in the MC(v) and CNM(v) models (although ex-
ceptional cases coexist). This difference stems from the fact
that the gas-phase abundances are dominated by gas-phase
chemical reactions in the MC(v) models but are strongly
affected or even overwhelmed by the formation of neutral
species on the grains plus ensuing desorption and gas-phase
processes in the MC(v)and CNM(v) models. For example, in
the CNM(v) models, N2, O3 and CH4 are dominantly formed
on grains so that all of them and their related species such
as CH3 and N+2 start to show abundance enhancement by
grain motion since t = 0. Some other species such as H2,
O2, CH and CO are still formed mainly through gaseous
chemical reactions in the CNM(v) models, but the surface
formation channel still becomes relative important or even
dominant at least in some period of the evolution, so that all
of them and their related species such as H+2 , HCL
+, NH+,
and C+2 show abundance increase (as the response to the
grain motion effects) during these periods.
The figure also reveals that the extent of the grain mo-
tion effect to the gas-phase abundances is the smallest in
MC(v) models (by factors less than 10) and larger in DC(v)
and CNM(v) models (by factors up to 2-3 orders of magni-
tude). This phenomenon can be jointly explained by three
facts: 1) at low temperature and high gas density, the dom-
inant grain motion effect is to reduce the gas-phase abun-
dances, which is most prominent in the DC(v) models, as
can be seen from the left panel of Fig. 2; 2) at higher tem-
perature and low gas density, the dominant grain motion
effect is to enhance the gas-phase abundances via grain sur-
face formation channel which is the most efficient in the
CNM(v) models because of the highest grain motion speed
in this case, as can be seen in Table 1 and the right panel
of Fig. 2; 3) the opposite trends of grain motion effect to
reduce or enhance the gas-phase abundances are not only
weaker in the MC(v) models but cancel each other to some
degree. Therefore, the MC(v) models serve as good interme-
diate cases.
Comparing the surface species (green dashed lines)
among the three panels in Fig. 10, one can easily see that the
inclusion of grain motion generally tends to enhance the sur-
face abundances (with log(Xv/X)max > 0) in all the cloud
models (with only few exceptions in the DC(v) models in the
left panel). However, the enhancement is the largest in the
CNM(v) models (by factors of mostly 102−106 and even up
to 109), intermediate in the DC(v) models (by factors up to
103), and smallest in the MC(v) models (by factors only up
to 10). This is the consequence of the variation of physical
conditions among the three cloud models. The amount of
neutral gas decreases from the DC(v) to MC(v) to CNM(v)
models while the amount of ionised gas increases along the
same sequence due to the different gas densities and dust ex-
tinctions. The immediate grain motion effect is to enhance
the accretion of neutral gas onto all grains (dominant in
the MC model) and to increase the accretion of cations onto
positively charged grains (dominant in the CNM model). On
the one hand, the enhancement by grain motion to the neu-
tral accretion rates is not only weaker but less important in
the MC(v) models than in the DC(v) models, because of the
lower amount of neutral gas in the former models and their
lower sensitivity to grain motion due to higher gas tempera-
ture, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.1 and the left panel of Fig. 2.
On the other hand, the enhancement by grain motion to
the cation accretion rates is also weaker and less important
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in the MC(v) models than in the CNM(v) models, because
of the lower amount of ionised gas in the former models
and their smaller change in accretion rate coefficients due
to slower grain motions, as discussed in Sect. 3.2.2 and the
right panel of Fig. 2.
6 SUMMARY
In turbulent interstellar clouds, dust grains are usually mov-
ing through the gaseous medium, which can have a conse-
quence to the cloud chemistry by enhancing the grain ac-
cretion rates of neutral species, increasing the accretion of
ions onto grains of the same type of charge, and reducing
the charge neutralisation rates between ions and oppositely
charged grains. The chemical effects of grain motions are
tested using our new gas-grain chemical code ‘ggchem’. In
this pioneering work, we only consider a single grain radius
of 1.0× 10−5 cm and adopt the corresponding average grain
motion speed from the work of Yan et al. (2004). Analysis of
relevant timescales is performed and special tool plots such
as ‘age-normalised timescale plots’ and ‘reaction rate tracing
(RRT) diagrams’ are used to help understand the numerical
results. The grain motion is found to have important effects
to the cloud chemistry.
In the typical conditions of dark clouds (DC model),
the following interesting facts on how and when the grain
motions begin to take effect in the cloud chemistry are found:
(i) The grain motion effects to the chemical abundance
evolution can be classified into two categories: in those time
periods when the abundance evolves slowly, the grain motion
effects show up as change of the abundances to higher or
lower values; in those moments when the abundances are
experiencing sharp jumps, the grain motion effects appear
as the shift of the jumps to earlier or later ages.
(ii) Both the neutral and ionic gas-phase abundances gen-
erally tend to be reduced by the grain motion effects by
factors up to 2-3 orders of magnitude at later stages of the
chemical evolution, while the surface icy species abundances
generally tend to be enhanced by factors up to 1-2 orders of
magnitude from the beginning of the modeling, although a
few exceptional cases exist.
(iii) Most gas-phase species that have sharp abundance
jumps in their chemical evolution curves show the jumps
at about ten times earlier times, while most surface species
that have similar sharp abundance jumps delay the jumps
to later times by factors of several.
(iv) There exist some exceptional cases in which some
species are insensitive to the inclusion of grain motions and
some other species show opposite behaviors than the major-
ity. For example, some gas-phase species can show enhanced
abundance (e.g., O3 and H+3 ) and some surface species can
have reduced abundances (e.g., JH) due to the grain motion
effect.
The mechanisms behind these behaviors have been ex-
plained in detail by applying the aforementioned tool plots
to exemplar species such as CO, C2, SO3, JCO, JNO, JH,
JH2O, HCO+, H+3 and C
+ in the DC(v) models.
The grain motion effects in the CNM(v) models repre-
sent the opposite extreme cases to the DC(v) models. In this
case, while many gas-phase species are insensitive to the ad-
dition of grain motion, almost all other gas-phase neutrals,
ions and surface icy species have their abundances greatly
enhanced by the grain motion (by factors up to 102 to 106
or even larger). The prominent effect is a consequence of the
fact that the additional energy from the grain motion effec-
tively helps the cations to overcome the Coulomb barrier
on the positively charged grains and make the accretion of
cations onto grains efficient.
The grain motion effect in the MC(v) models behave as
intermediate cases between the DC(v) and CNM(v) mod-
els. Beside some insensitive species, the abundances of most
other neutral, ionic and surface species are only slightly en-
hanced or reduced by the inclusion of grain motion. The
extent of abundance change is smaller than both DC(v) and
CNM(v) models.
This work has demonstrated that the turbulent grain
motion can significantly alter the interstellar chemistry in
the typical interstellar conditions.
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